
 

 

 

The Legal500 2024 Rankings 

GHR Rechtsanwälte again featured in The Legal500's EAME rankings 
 

We are pleased to announce that GHR Rechtsanwälte has again been recognized as a leading Swiss law firm for 
Capital Markets in The Legal500 EMEA 2024 rankings. Partners Marc Grüninger and Stephan Hofer are recom-
mended in their areas of expertise. 

‘Acting for a range of clients extending from privately owned and listed companies to private individuals, bou-
tique firm GHR Rechtsanwälte maintains a broad offering that encompasses IPOs, rights offerings and bond 
issuances, among others. Practice head Marc Grüninger bolsters the practice with his expertise in corporate 
governance, compliance and shareholder relations. Stephan Hofer is another name to note in the practice.’ 

Work highlights include advising CEMEX (NYSE: CX), the global building materials company, on its new US$ 3 
billion bank refinancing, its Mex$ 6 billion sustainability-linked long-term Notes, and in connection with its 
€500m 3-year unsecured sustainability-linked Term Loan. GHR Rechtsanwälte also advised Koa Switzerland Ltd. 
on its Series B financing and on the establishment of senior loan facilities. 

The Legal 500's annual rankings are based on thorough research and feedback from clients and peers. We 
would like to thank our clients for their continued trust and for providing The Legal 500 with such outstanding 
reviews. 

____________________________________________ 

 

GHR Rechtsanwälte AG is an independent full-service Swiss law firm with a strong track record in key areas of business law 
and close relationships with some of the world’s leading law firms. GHR is a member of LAWYERS ASSOCIATED WORLDWIDE 
and of the ENERGY LAW GROUP. The firm and its members are regularly featured in leading national and international legal 
directories including The Legal500, WWL Who's Who Legal, IFLR1000, Best Lawyers and others.  
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